
February

What are we learning? 
How to plan and write our 
Q2 responses.
Why? 
To prepare for our PPEs
Words
Language methods



Term 3 Weekly Focus -
10/1/22 - ACC revision

17/1/22 - ACC and Anthology Poetry 

24/1/22 - Language Paper 1

31/1/22 - Language Paper 1

7/2/22 - Language Paper 1

14/2/22 PPEs
• English Language Monday 14th Feb
• English Literature Wednesday 16th Feb

HALF-TERM - REVISION

28/2/22 - PPEs continue





1917 opening shot

1917 final shot

Structure in films



Opening lines of For Whom the Bell Tolls by Ernest Hemingway

Final lines of For Whom the Bell Tolls by Ernest Hemingway

Cyclical Structure in whole texts

He lay flat on the brown, pine-needled floor of the forest, his chin 
on his folded arms, and high overhead the wind blew in the tops of 
the pine trees. The mountainside sloped gently where he lay; but 
below it was steep and he could see the dark of the oiled road 
winding through the pass

Robert Jordan lay behind the tree, holding onto himself very carefully 
and delicately to keep his hands steady. He was waiting until the 
officer reached the sunlit place where the first trees of the pine forest 
joined the green slope of the meadow. He could feel his heart 
beating against the pine needle floor of the forest. 



Five paragraphs

Five sentences



Planning structure in our writing – Language Paper 1

Try starting with a short sentence or a question: 
Alone. I’ve never felt so alone. Sitting on this bench I 
can see…

Try going back in time: It wasn’t always like this…

Use connectives to link paragraphs: On another 
occasion…

Use questions to engage the reader: Was it worth 
it?

Return to your opening sentence. So here I am, sitting 
on this bench. Alone.



Five part structure in Literature:

Macbeth
1. Death of Cawdor

2. Death of Duncan

3. Death of Banquo

4. Death of Macduff’s 
family

5. Death of Macbeth and 
Lady Macbeth

A Christmas Carol
1. Marley’s Ghost

2. Ghost of Christmas Past

3. Ghost of Christmas 
Present

4. Ghost of Christmas Yet to 
Come

5. Scrooge’s redemption



Q3 - What is meant by ‘structure’?

On a simple 
level:

•beginnings

• endings

•perspective 
shifts

• topic change

Structure can also include:
Foregrounding (what is focused on – character, place, 
another element
Paragraphing – long, single word or single sentence 
paragraphs
Chronology or sequence (flashbacks, cliffhangers)
Focus shifts – changes in topics, shift from describing 
language to characters
Tense – past, present, future – does it change? 
Use of time (Years, seasons, time of day)
Pace of events
Patterns such as repetition, listing or contrast
Connection between first and last sentence



BUG the 
question.



You must think about the effect on the reader of each 
section or change in focus. 

For example, it: 

• Sets the scene so the reader understand something important about 
when, or where the story is set…

• Introduces a character, or what sort of frame of mind the character is 
in…

• Introduces a problem or a disruption to the original mood – maybe a 
new character arrives, or something happens…

• Maybe a flashback to something earlier to help explain to the reader… 
or a flashforward to give us a different perspective on what is going on 
now…

• creates a particular atmosphere or mood (you need to say what this is, 
eg. tense, sad, joyful, sinister, mysterious…)



What happens in each section?

Why has the writer focused on this?

Plan your Q3 response.



How to explore the effect of a structural feature.

What methods is the writer using?
What effect do they have?



How to write about the effect of a structural feature.

At the beginning of the text the writer focuses our 
attention on…



Now practise writing about the different sections

• Terminology – At the beginning of the text the writer focuses 
our attention on… Introduces… sets the scene… uses 
foreshadowing… Later on the focus shifts… The writer 
introduces some dialogue… We then move forward… At the 
end of the text we are shown… cliffhanger… denouement…

• Examples – For example… when it says… this is shown to be… 
we see that they are …

• Effect – This interests the reader because… we learn that… this 
makes the reader feel pity/ sympathy… the reader is intrigued/ 
alarmed/ suspicious/ concerned/ surprised… the reader 
realises/ understands/ wants to know/ is left feeling …



Second lesson



Now write your Question 3 response (15 minutes)

• At the beginning of the text the writer focuses our attention 
on…

• For example, she writes…

• This creates a sense of/makes the reader feel…

• The writer then changes the focus of the text to… where the 
narrator…

• This creates a sense of/ makes the reader feel…



Highlight the following words/phrases in your response:

•At the beginning of the text the writer focuses 
our attention on…

•For example, she writes…

•This creates a sense of/makes the reader feel…

•The writer then changes the focus of the text to… 
where the narrator…

•This creates a sense of… 



Useful phrases for Q3

• Terminology – At the beginning of the text the writer focuses 
our attention on… Introduces… sets the scene… uses 
foreshadowing… Later on the focus shifts… The writer 
introduces some dialogue… We then move forward… At the 
end of the text we are shown… cliffhanger… denouement…

• Examples – For example… when it says… this is shown to be… 
we see that they are …

• Effect – This interests the reader because… we learn that… this 
makes the reader feel pity/ sympathy… the reader is intrigued/ 
alarmed/ suspicious/ concerned/ surprised… the reader 
realises/ understands/ wants to know/ is left feeling …



At the beginning, the writer focuses our attention 
on Alice and, in particular, her surroundings. We 
learn that ‘the heat haze shimmers’ below her and 
‘above her, the sky is an endless blue’. This 
emphasises that she is in a wide and open area, 
and makes the reader think at this point that 
maybe she’s alone in the mountains of France. 
Later the text switches location to where her 
colleagues are ‘in the main camp on the lower 
slopes’, so we now understand that Alice is actually 
a part of a group. The final paragraph takes us back 
to the beginning with another description of Alice 
digging in the heat.

Level 3
Shows clear understanding 
of structure: 

Shows clear understanding of 
structural features:
• Explains clearly the effects 

of the writer’s choices of 
structural features  

• Selects a range of relevant 
examples

• Makes clear and accurate 
use of subject 
terminology:

Copy the following response into your book.



The writer begins and ends the text by focusing on a single 
character, Alice, in the mountains of France. After the narrow 
focus of the opening line, where she is drinking water ‘in great 
gulps’ due to the heat, it immediately zooms out to show a 
panoramic view, with the heat haze shimmering ‘below’ Alice and 
‘above her’, the endless blue sky. This early emphasis on her 
immediate surroundings could make it appear initially as if she is 
alone in a vast, endless space. However, as the text develops, the 
setting alternates between two locations, the higher slope where 
Alice is digging and the lower slopes where her colleagues are in 
the main camp, so we understand that she is part of a group. The 
final paragraph echoes the first, except now, because the ‘sun 
climbs higher in the sky, and the temperature rises’, the 
uncomfortable conditions are even more intense.

Copy the following response into your book.

Level 4 
Detailed, perceptive 
analysis 7-8 marks

Shows detailed and 
perceptive 
understanding of 
structural features: 
• Analyses the effects 

of the writer’s 
choices of structural 
features 

• Selects a judicious 
range of examples 

• Makes sophisticated 
and accurate use of 
subject terminology


